Many sufficient conditions have been discovered (cf., for instance, [8] and [3] , and their bibliographies), motivated by the fact that the negation of these conditions, applied to the matrix B -λJ, yields information about the location of the characteristic roots. We shall show that a mild generalization of the most famous conditions [2] is not only sufficient but also necessary. (The application of our result to characteristic roots will not be discussed here, but is contained in [5] . See also [7] and [9] Proof. It is geometrically obvious (and can easily be proved by induction) that the conditions on {e^ imply there exists a (possibly degenerate) polygon in the complex plane whose successive sides have length e u e 2 , , e n . Let the vertices x lf , x n be so numbered that
obviously satisfies (2.1) and (2.2).
LEMMA 2. Let M be a real matrix with m rows and n columns. Then
is inconsistent if and only if
4) holds, we may assume there exists a w satisfying (2.4) with at most n coordinates of w positive.
This lemma is well known in the theory of linear inequalities.
THEOREM. Let A -(a^) be a matrix of order n with each entry nonnegative.
The following statements are equivalent: Let μ j = (μf, ••, μi). By the last sentence of Lemma 2, we may assume at most n of the n 2 numbers {μi} are positive. Since each row of each KAf contains at most one positive entry, it follows from (3.8) that exactly n of the {μi} are positive. We now show that, for each j 9 there is exactly one k such that μi > 0. Assume otherwise, then for (say) j -j*, μ j * = 0. Let A be the matrix obtained from A by replacing A 5 * by 0. Then (3.8) would still hold with A ό replaced by 0, so (from the "only if" part of Lemma 2), for any semipositive diagonal matrix E, EA contains an entry dominant in its column. Let y be a real nonzero vector orthogonal to the columns of A, let N -{% I y { ^ 0}, and N' the complementary set of indices. Then, for each./.
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If E is the diagonal matrix with E r = (| y 1 1, , | y n |), then EA, from (3.9), would contain no entry dominant in its column, a contradiction.
Let σ be the mapping sending j -> k, where μi > 0. By (3.8) , σ is a permutation of {1, , n}, and which is (3.3). Multiplying the inequalities (4.1) together, we obtain which violates (1.1).
In fact, it is clear from the foregoing that the diagonal entries in the PAD of (3.3) will be that collection of n entries of A, one from each row and column, whose product is a maximum. Further, that collection is necessarily unique. Finding the collection amounts to solving the assignment problem of linear programming [1] where the "scores" are {loge%}. In some cases this can be done easily ( [4] ), but not in general [6] .
(ii) If we had confined our attention to real rather than complex matrices, our theorem does not apply, and the problem seems difficult. With somewhat stronger hypotheses than the real case of (3.1), the problem has been solved by Ky Fan [3] Printed at Kokusai Bunken Insatsusha (International Academic Printing Co., Ltd.), No. 6, 2-chome, Fujimi-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan.
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